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Italian Easy Reader: Imparare italiano leggendo Level: from false beginners to Intermediate

(A2-B1). Alessandro ÃƒÂ¨ uno studente che trova lavoro in estate presso un famoso stilista a

Milano. Lo stilista muore, ucciso. E Alessandro ÃƒÂ¨ coinvolto dalla bellissima Tiziana in

unÃ¢â‚¬â„¢indagine pericolosa che lo porta nel mondo intricato e intrigante della moda milanese.

Un thriller che ÃƒÂ¨ anche una storia dÃ¢â‚¬â„¢amore con personaggi indimenticabili
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I am Italian and my husband is studying Italian. He's now intermediate, and I'd say that it is a bit too

easy for him.It's probably good, because it reads it more than if it required a lot of effort. The story is

interesting enough to keep him entertained, but I wouldn't say it's very exciting. However, it's well

thought, with footnotes for the most difficult words and constructions and space to write down notes.

I'd buy another one in this series.

This is the second book that i have read from Cinzia Medaglia.both have helped my study of the

Italian language with contemporary and interesting stories. I look forward to reading more. Thanks

to Cinzia!

My wife and I were able to find 1st and second semester Italian classes in the evenings. However,



getting beyond 2nd semester is a problem as these tend to only be offered in the day. While waiting

for a solution, I got this book to read and to keep from forgetting all I had learned. It's written

perfectly for this use. Funny story: I realized that I could use the Kindle dictionary feature to define

words I didn't recognize. However...the definitions are in Italian. :)

I am studying Italian and enjoy reading Italian newspapers. Un Amores per la tua Cucina is the first

italian novel I've tackled. What fun. The book is not great literature, but the story is entertaining. My

Italian vocabulary is not fantastic, but since this is an "Italian Easy Reader," I could understand the

storyline and enjoy reading without constantly looking up words in my Italian dictionary. Now I'm

looking for the next Easy Reader to buy, hoping that soon I'll advance to the next level of Italian

novels.

This is the second book I read by this author, and like the first one -Ã‚Â Italian Easy Reader:

Omicidio alla moda (Italian Edition)Ã‚Â - it is entertaining and useful for learning to read Italian. It

made me hungry, too - it contains mouth-watering recipes, which sound even more delicious in

Italian.

As a long time student of Italian I'm always on the lookout for Italian eBooks so I can improve my

vocabulary. Some of the other reviews gave me the impression that this was at a higher level than it

ended up being. On the plus side it was an easy read. I didn't need my dictionary one time and even

the few English words they threw in (at least on my Kindle version) weren't needed. I would prefer

something a little more challenging next time.

Well, I know it's Easy Reader. My complain is the quality of the stories.

I definitely preferred Medaglia's Omicidio alla Moda. This consisted of short stories, so the

characters weren't flushed out as well. There were also a few typos...poor editing? That being said,

the last story was, for me, the most interesting. I like murder mysteries. It was good for keeping

fluent in Italian and strengthening vocabulary.
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